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Part of India’s World Cup–winning squad and the team that took India to its No. 1 Test ranking, Sachin Tendulkar has
blazed his way through the cricketing world for more than two decades, tearing through matches and records alike. The
highest run-getter in both Tests and ODIs in the history of the game, he has also reached what is a truly fabulous
milestone—one hundred international centuries. Sachin: Cricketer of the Century takes the reader on a journey from
stellar innings to stellar innings, surveying the batting genius,s brilliant career through the eyes of a pantheon of people
who are legends in their own right—from Adam Gilchrist, Matthew Hayden, Nasser Hussain and Courtney Walsh to Waqar
Younis, Sanath Jayasuriya, Kapil Dev, Sourav Ganguly and Rahul Dravid. This is the ultimate tribute to the greatest
batsman the modern era has seen.
Fratelli Tutti ist die neue Enzyklika von Papst Franziskus über die universelle Brüderlichkeit. Ein Buch, das zu den
unzähligen Lehren beiträgt, die der Heilige Vater der ganzen Welt anbieten möchte. Diese Enzyklika ist für den Ort und
das Datum der Veröffentlichung der Enzyklika von großer Bedeutung. Tatsächlich unterzeichnet der Heilige Vater diese
Enzyklika über die universelle Brüderlichkeit am Grab des seraphischen Vaters, des Heiligen Franziskus von Assisi.
Vielleicht ist dies eine Warnung an die Welt, Brüder zu sein.
850 images. 230 countries. One complete picture. This third edition of Lonely Planet's bestselling reference guide
features every country in the world and is now available in paperback- and will continue to delight, inspire and inform
travellers of all ages.
* SHORTLISTED FOR THE TELEGRAPH SPORTS BOOK AWARDS * Robin Smith was one of England's most popular
cricketers of the 1990s. The Judge, as he was known to all, took on some of the most dangerous fast bowlers of all time
with a skill and fearlessness that ensured hero status. His savage square cut drew roars of approval from fans all around
the world, especially those of his beloved England and Hampshire. But when he was prematurely dumped from the
England set-up at the age of 32, he had to face his toughest opponent of all - himself. Smith suffered a debilitating loss of
identity, especially when he retired from professional cricket in 2003, and struggled to deal with the contradictions in his
personality. Was he the Judge, the fearless warrior, or Robin Smith, the frantic worrier? Without a support structure to
transition from cricket to the outside world, Smith suffered from mental health, alcohol, marital and financial problems
until he hit rock bottom and planned to take his own life. In The Judge - More than Just a Game, he revisits his
experience of extreme darkness and challenges received wisdom about masculinity and mental health. He also shares
the many highs and lows of his eventful international and county career, including his exhilarating battles with the West
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Indies and his struggles against mystery spin. And he reflects fondly on a time when cricketers worked hard and partied
even harder; a time almost unrecognisable to the modern day.
Der Klassiker unter den Seefahrerepen: Horatio Hornblowers zweites Abenteuer. Der junge Leutnant Hornblower nimmt
an Bord der ›Renown‹ Kurs auf Westindien. Gefahr droht ihm nicht nur von den feindlichen Truppen Napoleons, auch
sein despotischer Kapitän stellt ihn auf die Probe. Als dieser die Mannschaft in den Untergang zu führen droht, ist es an
Hornblower das Ruder noch einmal herumzureißen ... Der zweite Band der berühmten Romanserie um Horatio
Hornblower, einem Meilenstein der maritimen Literatur, ist ein großes Seeabenteuer und ein Lesevergnügen, das bereits
Generationen von Lesern begeistert hat.
Thomas Wolfe versuchte in seinem Roman "Schau heimwärts, Engel!" hinter die Geheimnisse des Lebens zu kommen.
Dieses stark autobiographische Zeugnis ist der bedeutenste Roman von Thomas Wolfe. Der Titelheld Eugene Gant
wächst in der amerikanischen Kleinstadt Catawba auf. Doch der Schein des häuslichen Lebens trügt... Thomas Wolfe
(1900-1938) war ein amerikanischer Schriftsteller. In dem expressionistischen Dichter Hans Schiebelhuth fand er für
seine ersten beiden Romane einen kongenialen Übersetzer, der dazu beitrug, dass Wolfe sich zeitweise in Deutschland
höher geschätzt fühlte als in seiner Heimat. In Amerika gehörte William Faulkner, in Deutschland Hermann Hesse zu
seinen Bewunderern. Aus dem Buch: "Gant schob seine schwere Reisetasche mit dem Knie vor sich her, stellte sie
einen Augenblick hin, ehe er das Stück bergab zu seinem Haus ging. Die Straße war ungepflastert, die lehmige Erde war
in Klumpen gefroren. Der Weg war abschüssiger, kürzer, näher als Gant gedacht hatte. Nur die Bäume sahen groß aus.
Gant sah, wie Duncan in Hemdsärmeln die Morgenzeitung von seiner Veranda hereinholte ... Werde ihn später
sprechen. Jetzt dauert's zu lang ... Ganz wie er erwartet hatte, stieg eine dicke Rauchsäule aus dem Schornstein des
Schotten, aber sein Schornstein rauchte nicht."
In this allegorical excursion, William Walcott explores the intersections between United States politics and the game of
cricket in a book reminiscent of C. L. R. James's classic Beyond a Boundary. In Close of Play, Walcott highlights the
careers of former US president Barack Obama and the Trinidadian cricket and cultural phenom Brian Lara-one of the
greatest batsmen of all time, who Obama once called "e;the Michael Jordan of cricket."e; Readers are invited to explore
the parallel poetics of politics and sport through the life and words of these luminaries, both of whom promised to deliver
far-reaching social change yet found themselves "e;on the back foot."e; In his analysis, Walcott delves into matters of
Caribbean and American identity, political leadership, oratory, and the blending of cricket vocabulary into political
commentary. He also challenges us to understand the sociological links between international sport, socio-economic
inequality, and racial politics. This book is a fascinating journey into the world of global sociopolitical life and the
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curiosities of language embedded in cricket and political play, both of which constitute enormous sectors within a
multibillion dollar "e;sticky wicket"e; of transnational capitalism.
The Shorter Wisden is a compelling distillation of what's best in its bigger brother – and the 2019 edition of Wisden is crammed, as ever, with
the best writing in the game. Wisden's digital version includes the influential Notes by the Editor, full coverage of the Pakistan and India tours
of England in 2018, and all the front-of-book articles, among which Wisden celebrates the end of Alastair Cook's career, and looks back 100
years to cricket's first post-war season. In an age of snap judgments, Wisden's authority and integrity are more important than ever. Yet again
this year's edition is truly a “must-have” for every cricket fan. In essence, The Shorter Wisden is a glass of the finest champagne rather than
the whole bottle. @WisdenAlmanack
These islands offer perfect sandy beaches, rugged volcanic peaks and historical fortresses. Picturesque harbors and lively steel bands are
the icing on the cake. FootprintFocus provides invaluable information on transport, accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that
your trip includes the best of these beautiful islands. • Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and around Antigua & Barbuda, St
Kitts & Nevis and Montserrat. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and play. • Includes information on tour operators
and activities, from enjoying palm-fringed beaches to hiking the volcanic peaks. • Detailed maps for the islands and their key destinations. •
Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known attractions, FootprintFocus Antigua
& Barbuda, St Kitts & Nevis and Montserrat provides concise and comprehensive coverage of one of the Caribbean’s most idyllic locations.
"[...] recebi um telefonema de Colin Gibson, editor de esportes do Daily Mail, pedindo que eu desse uma olhada nas pessoas que comandam
o futebol internacional. 'Ah, Colin, pare com isso. [...] Eu levaria anos para descobrir o que acontece dentro da Fifa.' Levei anos. As coisas
que descobri são tão estarrecedoras que até eu mesmo fiquei chocado. Alguns caras malvados passaram por lá ? ou ainda estão lá ?
tirando tudo o que podem. O futebol ainda é um jogo bonito, é claro. Isso eles não podem roubar de nós. Eu gostaria que o futebol tivesse a
liderança que merece. Nesse espírito, dedico este livro a todos os torcedores e fãs do futebol." - Andrew Jennings
Time to Declare tells with unflinching candour Mark Taylor's story in a fascinating and revealing autobiography. Taking block, Taylor throws
new light on the highs and lows, the controversies and the triumphs of a truly remarkable sporting career. By the end of his journey, which
included 104 Tests for his country, 7525 runs, and 157 catches, he stood acclaimed as the 'second most important person in the land'. At the
close of Australia's century there can be no finer story of grit and perseverance and inspiration than that of Mark Taylor – captain of his
country.
Inspiration, something much needed in these times, abounds as Sir Steve relates the entertaining tales of his fellow sportsmen and women
that spurred on his success. From Jonny Wilkinson’s famous dropkick, Roger Bannister’s 4-minute mile and Brian Clough’s self-belief to
tales of lesser known characters from his childhood and personal life, Sir Steve narrates with passion and awe, the motivation gained from his
heroes and peers. Overcoming adversity, the importance of teamwork, graft and a little bit of luck all contribute to Sir Steve’s overwhelming
triumphs, both in and out of the boat, as he strove to overcome diabetes to win his fifth gold medal in spectacular style. Here he divulges the
stories that inspired him, roused him and made his wildest dreams a magnificent reality.
The entertaining and hugely readable autobiography of one of sports journalism's most famous names
Marcus Berkmann, author of the cricket classics Rain Men and Zimmer Men, returns to the great game with this irresistible miscellany of
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cricketing trivia, stories and more fascinating facts than Geoffrey Boycott could shake a stick of rhubarb at. Which England captain smoked
two million cigarettes in his lifetime? Which Australian captain, asked what his favourite animal was, said 'Merv Hughes'? What did Hitler think
of cricket? Which National Hunt trainer had a dog called Sobers? Who was described in his obituary as 'perhaps the only unequivocally
popular man in Yorkshire'? No other sport is so steeped in oddness and eccentricity. There's the only Test player ever to be executed for
murder, the only first-class cricketer to die on the Titanic, and the only bestselling author to catch fire while playing at Lord's. (It was Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. The ball hit a box of matches in his pocket.) All cricket is here, including an XI entirely made up of players who share their
names with freshwater fish.

A six-shooter doesn’t do much good when you’re six feet under… Slocum likes to bury himself in his work…but now he’s in way
over his head. Trapped underground, fighting for his life, all he can do is think about how he got into this mess… It all started
because of the most notorious road agent west of the Mississippi, Les Jeter. Slocum had to make sure that this outlaw paid for the
lives he’d taken…along with Slocum’s most prized possession—his brother’s watch. And he wasn’t alone on the hunt. Ambrose
Killian was obsessed with Jeter and wanted to bring this legend to justice for his own sordid reasons. Hot on his trail, Killian’s
enlisted his luscious secretary, a rival criminal, and a gang of greedy lawmen. Slocum knew it would be a challenging job. Almost
as challenging as staying alive as the minutes tick by—and the air runs out…
One hundred colourful portraits of the cricketing characters whom Ian Botham has come across in his eventful career and who
have influenced the game for good in his time: from top players, umpires and coaches to pop stars, writers and philanthropists.
Spell-binding Spells is a book for everyone who loves cricket. It is about stunning spells—those few overs that occur rarely in
cricket, when bowlers weave magic and batsmen are mesmerized. What did the stunning bowling spells of Anil Kumble, Narendra
Hirwani, Ravichandran Ashwin, Padmakar Shivalkar, and Yuzvendra Chahal achieve that Kapil Dev’s career best spell could not?
Curtly Ambrose and Sarfraz Nawaz, 14-years apart, bowled identical deadly spells against the same opposition taking 7 wickets
for 1 run. Who were the hapless victims? Why did Gary Gilmour of Australia with an ODI bowling average of 10.31 and Clarrie
Grimmett of Australia after taking 13 wickets in a Test in two magnificent spells, never play for their respective countries again?
Spell-binding Spells looks at 50 of the most magnificent bowling spells in the history of cricket and answers some of these
questions. VVS Laxman says: “This book is a tribute to bowlers, a breed that has never profited from the benefit of the doubt in a
sport whose rules have historically always favoured batsmen. This nice little treatise is a reminder that we must ensure that the
history of this game continues to get passed on from one generation to the next.”
Cricket is undoubtedly the elegant game, occupying a long-established and distinguished position in the annals of sporting history.
Played by gentlemen the world over, the word cricket may derive from the Anglo-Saxon word cricc, meaning a staff or crutch giving us a game played with a long wooden implement - and the first (reliable) mention dates back to Guildford in the 16th
century. No-Balls and Googlies uncovers the origins of this captivating game, and explores its traditions, records, milestones and
memorable moments through a fascinating array of facts and figures, anecdotes and curiosities.For example, did you know that
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the Hambledon Club of Hampshire, founded around 1767, is generally perceived as cricket's spiritual home? Or that British and
Australian troops conducted their own Desert Ashes series in Iraq in 2005? Or perhaps an England XI's first overseas tour was to
the United States?From the leg glance to leg before, king pair to cover drive, and from the no-ball to the googly, this book is sure
to entertain, inform and delight.
The autobiography of West Indies fast-bowling legend turned Sky pundit, Michael Holding, author of Why We Kneel, How We Rise
As one of the fastest bowlers the world has seen, Michael Holding went by the haunting nickname 'Whispering Death', claiming
249 Test wickets. Despite having not laced his bowling boots since 1989, it remains a fitting sobriquet. As a commentator and
administrator, Holding has delivered his views on cricket in the same manner that he played the game: he speaks softly with a rich
Jamaican rhythm and is calculated in either criticism or compliment. NO HOLDING BACK charts his effortless transition from one
of the great players to one of the great pundits. Holding graphically describes his days as a player, looking back at how he tried to
deliberately hurt batsmen on the wastelands of Kingston, and his first match for Jamaica when he almost collapsed from
exhaustion - after only four overs! There is time, too, to divulge what it was like to tour with the West Indies, and unmissable
insights about sharing a dressing room with other legends of the game like Clive Lloyd, Sir Viv Richards and Malcolm Marshall.
Holding does not shirk the big issues, as he discusses how the West Indies have slipped following their halcyon days, openly
assesses Brian Lara and laments the hypocrisy over the state of the game in the region. The controversy surrounding the Allen
Stanford $20m spectacle, the ICC's handling of the abandoned England v Pakistan match, player power, illegal bowling actions
and the threat of Twenty20 to the Test game are all subjects which Holding tackles with characteristic knowledge and class.
Sir Curtly Ambrose is one of the most famous cricket players of all time. He is also notorious for his silence. Now, for the first time,
Curtly will tell his story. One of the leading – and most lethal - fast bowlers of all time, Curtly Ambrose played 98 Tests and 176
One Day Internationals for the West Indies, and for much of his career topped the ICC player rankings. He was an integral part of
the iconic West Indies teams of the late 1980s and early 1990s whilst also bearing witness to their decline throughout the 1990s
and beyond. A formidable sportsman, Curtly has unique insight into the extreme highs and debilitating lows of international cricket.
But during his career Curtly Ambrose was notorious for his silence. He rarely spoke to the media and, if he did, it was usually to
rebuff an interview, which earned him the infamous reputation of ‘Curtly talks to no one!’. In this, his autobiography, Curtly will tell
the story of his life with the West Indies team for the very first time. From his colourful upbringing in Antigua, through to the
turbulent politics of both nation and dressing room, the book takes you behind the scenes to give a fascinating insight into the
career of an iconic sportsman. With his customary honesty, Curtly will discuss his relationship with both the game and his
teammates and competitors, and will talk in depth about key moments in his career, including his extraordinary spell against
Australia in 1992, taking 7-1. From the culture of West Indian cricket to experiencing post-Apartheid cricket in South Africa, as well
as touching on his relationship with cricket mogul and notorious financier Allen Stanford, the book will speak to fans of works such
as C.L.R. James’s Beyond a Boundary, as well as fans of cricket and sports biography. It also includes forewords from legendary
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cricket commentatory Richie Benaud and Steve Waugh.
Der Nr.1 Bestseller aus England und ›Der beste Sansom überhaupt‹ The Times Der Ostertag des Jahres 1543 wird für Anwalt
Matthew Shardlake zum schlimmsten Tag in seinem Leben. Denn an diesem Morgen findet er die brutal zugerichtete Leiche
seines Freundes Roger Elliard in einem Brunnen. Bald darauf wird ein neues Opfer gefunden, ebenso brutal zugerichtet, und wie
Elliard liegt auch dieser Leichnam in blutrotem Wasser. Ein Glaubenseiferer, der auf diese Weise das Ende der Welt herbeiführen
will? Oder einer, der vom Teufel besessen ist? Und welche Rolle spielt das Buch der Offenbarung nach Johannes mit seinen
apokalyptischen Prophezeiungen? Matthew Shardlake fürchtet, dass es noch weitere Opfer geben wird.
Sir Curtly AmbroseTime to TalkAurum
Phil Tufnell, cricket legend and national treasure, has populated his very own Cricket Hall of Fame with a deliciously eclectic collection of
cricket legends and offbeat characters, with joyful results. From boyhood heroes, to legendary team-mates, to fearsome opponents, to
idiosyncratic umpires and broadcasters, Tuffers has gathered together the most enchanting cast of cricketing figures every assembled. And it
wouldn't be a Tuffers tome if there weren't a number of captivating appearances from some unexpected quarters, including some genuinely
off-the-wall, non-cricketing inductees to keep life interesting in this very personal Hall of Fame. By turns eccentric and warm-hearted, Tuffers'
Cricket Hall of Fame is a joy for all cricket fans.
In this anecdotal book, the unstoppable Dickie Bird takes one County Cricket Club at a time and revisits each with the aid of memorabilia,
statistics, books and videos. A mass of new hilarious stories flow from Dickie as he flexes his memory: he describes the cricketers, the
matches and the character of these clubs. Dickie also relives his journeys as a umpire to clubs and Test match arenas overseas and recalls
the humorous times that have filled his unique career. A must have for cricket enthusiasts everywhere.
Cricket Odyssey is a skilfully executed, lovingly constructed, book: a literary celebration of over a century-and-a-half of cricket. It has narrative
and character study blended in a dexterously refined, yet readable form. It not only manages to pervade the essential of the essentials of
some of cricket’s greatest players — from Dr W G Grace to Steve Waugh; from Sir Don Bradman, Sachin Tendulkar to Rahul Dravid; from Sir
Learie Constantine and Sir Gary Sobers to Jacques Kallis; from Ray Lindwall to Wasim Akram; and, from Clarrie Grimmett to Anil Kumble
and Muttiah Muralitharan — but, it also brings to life a classy and effulgent cricketing collage. More than a lively, encapsulated grandeur of
individual brilliance, or cricketing chemistry, of each player epitomised in its canvas, Cricket Odyssey explores not only the many-resplendent
delights of cricket, but it also delineates a deftly woven work of art — of the game’s scientific foundation, art and grammar, and its players’
phenomenal exploits, acts of courage, grandeur, and ‘shortfall.’ A journey through nostalgia, and a living monument to a living philosophy, it
is, in sum, a ‘must-read’ and ‘must-keep’ book for all avid cricket fans across the globe.
Sir Curtly Ambrose is one of the most famous cricket players of all time. He is also notorious for his silence. Now, for the first time, Curtly will
tell his story. One of the leading - and most lethal - fast bowlers of all time, Curtly Ambrose played 98 Tests and 176 One Day Internationals
for the West Indies, and for much of his career topped the ICC player rankings. He was an integral part of the iconic West Indies teams of the
late 1980s and early 1990s whilst also bearing witness to their decline throughout the 1990s and beyond. A formidable sportsman, Curtly has
unique insight into the extreme highs and debilitating lows of international cricket. But during his career Curtly Ambrose was notorious for his
silence. He rarely spoke to the media and, if he did, it was usually to rebuff an interview, which earned him the infamous reputation of 'Curtly
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talks to no one!'. In this, his autobiography, Curtly will tell the story of his life with the West Indies team for the very first time. From his
colourful upbringing in Antigua, through to the turbulent politics of both nation and dressing room, the book takes you behind the scenes to
give a fascinating insight into the career of an iconic sportsman. With his customary honesty, Curtly will discuss his relationship with both the
game and his teammates and competitors, and will talk in depth about key moments in his career, including his extraordinary spell against
Australia in 1992, taking 7-1. From the culture of West Indian cricket to experiencing post-Apartheid cricket in South Africa, as well as
touching on his relationship with cricket mogul and notorious financier Allen Stanford, the book will speak to fans of works such as C.L.R.
James's Beyond a Boundary, as well as fans of cricket and sports biography. It also includes forewords from legendary cricket commentatory
Richie Benaud and Steve Waugh.
From Gower to Flintoff, Waugh to Vaughan, Cronje to Pietersen, Paul Nixon has shared a dressing room with some of the most evocative
names in international and domestic cricket – and often enraged them on the field of play. The wicketkeeper, known as his sport’s most
prolific ‘sledger’, has amassed more than 20 years of stories from his career at the heart of the game and now reveals them in typically
outspoken style. From ‘Fredalo’ to match-fixing, Nixon has experienced some of the most notorious episodes in cricket history, possesses
strident opinions on the game and has a track record of success in the English first-class game and the Twenty20 revolution. With an accent
on off-the-field anecdotes, Nixon also lays bare the personality that led the Australian legend Steve Waugh to compare him to: ‘a mosquito
buzzing around in the night, that needs to be swatted but always escapes.’
Who'd make it into the best England team ever? And you can chose anyone, regardless of when they might have played. Would W.G. Grace
be playing alongside Denis Compton and David Gower? Or Kevin Pietersen? The debate could be endless, so who better to make the
selection than Geoffrey Boycott, himself one of England's all-time highest scoring Test batsmen and now the game's most forthright, shrewd
and iconoclastic commentator. Based on his own fresh analysis amd interpretation of the statistics, Boycs has come up with his own,
sometimes surprising Best Eleven of all time. And he's not just cast a critical eye over England's finest either. Every other test-playing nation
comes under the spotlight. You may not agree - in fact, you're almost certain not to - but each player has been carefully chosen and the case
for his inclusion forcefully argued in what is sure to be the most entertaining, thought-provoking and memorable cricket books of the year from
one of the game's most outspoken and enduring characters.
In order to identify the 25 greatest cricketers of all time, ESPN assembled a panel of eminent cricket authorities. The result of their
deliberations became the basis for ESPN's Legends of Cricket. In Legends of Cricket, Geoff Armstrong profiles each of the champions who
made the top 25. The panel included Richie Benaud, Dickie Bird, Allan Border, Ian Botham, Ian Chappell, Sunil Gavaskar and Sir Richard
Hadlee.The profiles feature the opinions of more than 40 current and former Test stars, including 21 Test captains, the world's most famous
umpire and a number of high-profile commentators and writers.
In this fascinating book, Mike Atherton selects the best pieces he has written over the last decade. Renowned as a shrewd and resolute
captain of England, Atherton moved effortlessly into the commentary box and Fleet Street, proving himself every bit as capable with the pen
as with the bat. It has been a dramatic period, seeing the rise of Twenty20 cricket and the IPL, as well as the revival of England's prospects,
breaking a long era of Australian dominance in the Ashes. There has also been controversy, too, with terrorist attacks, Zimbabwe and
allegations of Pakistani spot-fixing all distracting fans from the essence of the game. Through it all, Atherton comments with the true insight of
one who has been there, the humane understanding of someone who has genuine empathy for the issues involved and, above all, his
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opinions are based on a deep love for the game and sport in general. His writing has become essential reading for all sports fans. This book
shows exactly why that is the case.
• What does the term 'sledging' refer to? • How many First-Class records were set by W. G. Grace? • How old the youngest ever cricketer to
play a Test match was? Cricket fans don’t just like cricket, they love it! Whether you’re a soldier in the Barmy Army or you enjoy an
afternoon of sunshine and wickets, there’s a reason why the world’s first modern spectator sport is beloved of so many. Bringing together
history, trivia, amusing anecdotes and fresh insights, this handy volume is an all-rounder guide to the gentleman’s game.
Tony Lewis has reached the top of English cricket as a player captaining his country, as a commentator for the BBC, and as an administrator
becoming President of the MCC. But even these bare outlines do not do justice to the full range of his career, as a musician, rugby player,
head of the Welsh Tourist Board, and much else besides. In this memoir, Tony Lewis takes us through key episodes in his life, showing how
chance moments have shaped much that followed. Written in a warm and lyrical style, this is a fascinating account of one man's remarkable
life and of the sport he loves so much. He recalls the great characters he has met throughout his career, and gives his vision of a way forward
for English cricket.
Few things are as evocative of the English summer as Test Match Special, and in 2019 the team had the biggest cricket season ever to
cover, with the men's and women's Ashes series and the ICC World Cup all taking place. The action didn't disappoint, as TMS listeners tuned
in to follow some of the most exciting action you could wish for. Now, in this brilliant and compelling account of the summer, we get to see
behind the scenes to find out what really goes on in the commentary box. As well as covering all the key events on the field to ensure the
reader can relive a brilliant summer, the Test Match Special Diary takes the reader to the heart of the action to join Aggers and the rest of the
crew. Relive the stunning drama of England's nailbiting World Cup victory in a Super Over, or Ben Stokes's match-winning innings to save the
Ashes at Headingley, and find out how the commentary team coped as the tension mounted during some of the greatest games in cricketing
history. As well as the cricket, we get to hear from the guests who inspired them and about the cakes that were irresistible; the bloopers that
had them in stitches to the incredible moments that will never be forgotten - it's all here in this fascinating book. Filled with contributions from
all the regulars in the TMS commentary box, including Jonathan Agnew, Geoffrey Boycott, Isa Guha, Alison Mitchell, Phil Tufnell and Michael
Vaughan, along with some of the most obscure cricketing trivia from scorers Andrew Samson and Andy Zaltzman, this is a book that no fan of
Test Match Special can be without.
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